
 Example of a first Camp improvement action plan  following the BSI Framework 

 Infrastructure 

 ●  Fire evacuation plan 
 It is advised that the evacuation route be made clear and that there be designated 
 assembly areas with signage in worker languages because there are significant risks 
 associated with fire mitigation in camp. It's preferred if everyone is made aware of this risk 
 and that there are adequate fire extinguishers on hand in camp 

 ●  Create a central area or a community safe space for ensuring safety 
 By designing an area that community members can access safely, or where children can 
 play without risks, the company will strengthen security in the camp and limit risks of 
 accidents 

 ●  Provide appropriate gender segregated and secured restroom facilities 
 Implementing separate facilities for different genders with locks and lights helps maintain 
 safety standards, limit risks of gender based violence and ensures residents' privacy. 

 ●  Display of signage that clearly marks residential areas and communicates essential 
 camps rules in languages understood by all residents 
 Information boards will help minimizing conflicts and raising the standards of living 
 together within the camp. It also facilitates better monitoring and contributes to the 
 creation of a safer environment overall. 

 Welfare and Services 

 ●  The company provides contact information and maps of public service facilities in the 
 area. Every time a new worker/family moves into the camp 
 The camp has enough information about public services near the camp for residents to 
 use. To mitigate security challenges on health or other services that the state already 
 provides. 

 ●  Regular legal checks of documentation of camp residents, including children 
 To inspect documents in accordance with legal compliance and limit the restricted area for 
 those who are not camp residents 

 ●  Camp rules that indicate the practice of child protection and support residents 
 well-being within the camp 
 Because child abuse is not legally tolerated. It is therefore important that the company 
 designs and implements measures in the camp for overall peace and safety for everyone 
 including children in camp 

 Health 

 ●  All children in the camp have to be vaccinated according to Thai standard 
 To reduce the risk of communicable diseases that can be fatal for children, ensuring that 
 they are vaccinated by Thai service providers could promote their overall health while 
 living in Thailand. Company can support this through the promotion of information about 
 where to get vaccine and support with logistic (if applicable) 
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 ●  The company encourages referrals for further treatment when necessary  and help 
 provide useful information to refer patients as well 
 Company ensures camps have the emergency logistic services to refer any residents who 
 may be in need to immediate health treatment neary. 

 ●  First aid kits and basic first aid training 
 In  camp, there are first aid kits available for any first responding to emergency situations. 
 Residents were told and the kits often restored. 

 ●  Companies and contractors comply with national laws to ensure that all workers are 
 covered by the social security scheme and families receive information about the 
 health insurance program for foreigners 
 Companies have a duty to regulate and support legitimate employment practices to 
 reduce reputational risk (which includes practice in their supply chain) and encourage 
 subcontracting companies to take responsibility for their operations 

 Education 

 ●  Create monitoring system of children in camp 
 This allow camp managers understand the children population in camp, later on they can 
 encourage them to access to education (in the school age group)and their basic needs 
 such as vaccine and overall child protection 

 ●  Company willing to support children in school age to enroll into school nearby 
 Reduce the risk of child neglect and unsupervised care by encouraging all children to go to 
 school. Company can help enroll or provide necessary information 
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